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ABSTRACT

Data from electronic patient management systems, routine national health databases, and social administrative systems have increased significantly over the past decade. These data are increasingly used to create maps and analyses communicating the geography of health and illness. The results of these analyses can be easily disseminated on the web often without due consideration for the identification, access, ethics, or governance, of these potentially sensitive data. Lack of consideration is currently proving a deterrent to many organisations that might otherwise provide data to central repositories for invaluable social science and medical research. We believe that exploitation of such data is needed to further our understanding of the determinants of health and inequalities. Therefore, we propose a geographical privacy-access continuum framework, which could guide data custodians in the efficient dissemination of data while retaining the confidentiality of the patients/individuals concerned. We conclude that a balance of restriction and access is needed allowing linkage of multiple datasets without disclosure, enabling researchers to gather the necessary evidence supporting policy changes or complex environmental and behavioural health interventions.

© 2013 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Developments in the secure management of large routine health and demographic datasets and efforts to democratise data availability [1] over the past decade have led to their increased use by policy analysts, academics, and NGOs. Many studies continue to use such data for cross-sectional analyses [2–15], however there is a growing recognition among the academic community that the strength of routine data is the ability to create ‘cohorts’ by linking records from multiple health and social datasets to better examine an individual’s interaction with the health system and its association with particular outcomes [16–20]. Given the significant improvements in geographic referencing (the process of converting street addresses or postcodes/zip codes to map coordinates) of health events, it is not surprising that a large proportion of database-derived cohorts are interested in the geography of health. One example is the Secure Anonymised Information Linkage (SAIL) Databank [21], which uses probabilistic linkage to construct a cohort comprising the health trajectories of over 2 million Welsh residents.
The SAIL databank is being used to examine variations in health service costs and the association between health and the built environment [22,23].

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) provides substantial support for the management and availability of (spatial) data. GIS have undergone considerable changes over the past decade with commercial GIS packages progressing from standalone software packages to the development of GIS applications for desktop, server, web and mobile GIS, not to mention the inclusion of Cloud Computing [24]. Similar developments have been observed in the development of Open Source GIS. As Evans and Sabel [25] have demonstrated, extensive spatial analytical functionality can now be incorporated into webGIS. For example, MySQL and PostgreSQL (coupled with PostGIS) are two popular open source database management systems (DBMS) widely used for GIS applications These DBMS may be integrated with the MapServer (http://www.mapserver.org) and GeoServer (http://www.geoserver.org) packages to provide open source WebGIS, with limited functionality. Major multinational corporations interested in the management of (spatially enabled) data, such as Google Inc. are now leveraging these developments via inter-linked databases and (mapping) products to provide tools to users over the web to be able to query and explore data.

The plethora of health and social data and tools to analyse them now becoming available on the web, combined with both a Web 2.0 savvy generation and an increasing workforce of non-geographically trained ‘experts’ in WebGIS has led to a further development in the visualisation of these data over the web. Use of ‘mash-ups’ of spatially enabled data from a variety of sources, raises a concern that one can use the additive power of datasets to infer results more revealing than the individual datasets allow. At present, the transmission of health data over the Internet varies immensely by geographical region, geographic scale, in the method of delivery and extent of user interaction. For example, users interested in the global variations in life expectancy might extract tables from the United Nations for analyses not online. Indeed, data downloaded from the United Nations, World Bank and World Health Organisation were used in the production of the WorldMapper online atlas (http://www.worldmapper.org). Alternatively, users interested in regional health variations may be attracted to the NHS atlas of health care variation, available at http://www.sepho.org.uk/extras/maps/NHSatlas2011/atlas.html. Here, users choose a topic of interest and the InstantAtlas software presents a regional map of England, linked to a histogram that outlines the region’s performance (Fig. 1). At the other extreme, users visiting the US National Cancer Institute’s website (http://ratecalc.cancer.gov) select a specific type of cancer and the strata to produce a map at their chosen geographical scale. The user can export these maps as an image and also drill down to extract further information regarding cancers at the county level. Glover and Jenkins [26] used a similar but Flash-based webGIS to enable community mapping in Australia, that allowed community members to upload and map their own (health) datasets to share, entrusting the administration and maintenance of their ‘projects’ to a third party.

Glover and Jenkins’ webGIS is an example of the dual-use dilemma that confronts users of health and social data on the Internet. In the life sciences, the dual-use dilemma refers to instances where the same scientific work can have a beneficial or hazardous use – the dilemma being the inability to prevent the misuse without foregoing the beneficial uses [27]. While DNA synthesis, for example, may have numerous potential benefits, there is potential for this technology to be used for bioterrorism. We contend that there is also a dual-use dilemma with respect to the proliferation of health and social data: On the one hand, for the benefit of society and specifically advancements in medical understanding, publically funded data should be disseminated widely. On the other hand, some of these data are potentially sensitive and should be carefully managed.

In this paper, we discuss some of the opportunities and concerns associated with making available potentially sensitive data and outline a proposed spatial-privacy framework to guide researchers. First we outline concerns over ‘Big Data’ before describing the benefits that may be achieved through the use of high resolution spatial data. In doing so, we consider why health and social data should be released and to whom. We conclude by proposing a framework for the efficient use of health and spatial data whilst preventing misuse, in response to the concerns and issues that we raise throughout the paper.

2. What are the concerns?

In the digital era, there is growing concern that potentially identifiable information is increasingly available without an individual’s consent. Real concerns centre around so called ‘mash-ups’ of data – combination of multiple data sources independent of each other, but which together could potentially reveal more as a whole than the sum of the individual parts. With smartphone technology increasingly widely used, so called ‘Big-Data’ is available at our finger-tips. There is now the potential to electronically track in space and time a user either covertly [28] or overtly, for example when users manually enable geo-tagging in Twitter.

Civilian access to more accurate geospatial digital data from Global Positioning System (GPS), coupled with digital imagery was pivotal in the development of Google’s “Street View” product. Although undoubtedly a commercial product, one could reasonably argue that Google are providing ‘Street View’ in good faith, allowing users to familiarise themselves with a destination they are locating. Despite Google’s capture of geo-coded photos from public spaces however, privacy advocates have objected to the ‘Street View’ service as some images reveal individuals in compromising circumstances, such as patients leaving abortion clinics, individuals climbing residential security gates, and other lewd behaviour. Thus, care must be taken when sensitive information accompanies location data [29].

Such concerns do vary from country to country, however. Socially conservative countries such as the USA appear to be at one end of the (protectionist) spectrum,
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with perhaps Scandinavian countries at the other. In Scandinavia, it is possible, for example, to legally obtain detailed tax records for individuals if a social security number is known [30]. There is an underlying philosophy in Scandinavian countries (e.g. [31]) that information gathered with public funds should be made available for the benefit of society, subject to appropriate safeguards. Contrast that with recent debate in anglophone countries where the trend is moving to ever tighter protectionism, but note in the UK the debate opening out as British PM David Cameron articulates his ‘Big Society’ concept – a concept that places wider society at least on a par with narrower individual self-interest [1].

Consider the nature of the data contained within electronic medical records (EMRs), which has evolved extensively over the past decade [32–35], to provide accurate socio-demographic and clinical information, across the health system with relative ease. From a patient’s perspective, confidentiality is paramount in the patient–provider relationship, and a threat to this relationship may restrict their willingness to reveal information that is crucial for a correct diagnosis [36]. A recent study in New Zealand interviewed 203 patients concerning their perceived attitudes to EMRs and asked about their willingness to share information with four different types of EMR user: health professional; health administrator; researchers; and ‘other’. As expected, respondents were significantly more likely to share non-identifiable information and that the type of EMR users influenced the responses. Over 70% of respondents would consider release of information to health professionals, this reduced substantially to about 40% for release of information to the research community. When data were identifiable however, patients were more conservative, with approximately 50% and less than 20% of patients likely to allow health professionals and researchers access to their records, respectively [37].

3. Why should data be released?

The data social scientists use for their research, whether obtained from small surveys or from large national datasets, are expensive to collect. Given that these data are often funded from the public purse, there is a strong argument that these datasets should be made available for analysis by other researchers for the benefit of society. Especially when we consider that the amount of data obtained can far exceed the research questions for which results can be published. The UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand provide data repositories for the archival of health and social data. Indeed, the UK Data Archive (http://www.data-archive.ac.uk) was established in 1967 and continues to provide a valuable service designed to encourage scientific enquiry and debate. A report by the UKDA [38] outlines the many benefits of having a resource that include: maximising transparency of research; enabling new collaborations; minimising the duplication of data collection; and responding to the increasing demands by some journals that data be deposited for use by the wider scientific community. Given the continued reduction of research funds available for population health research, there is a strong argument for supporting such a resource.
There has been significant financial investment in a number of longitudinal studies, such as the Longitudinal Study of England and Wales (e.g. [39]), the Scottish Longitudinal Study [40] and the Millennium Birth Cohort [41], yet access to these remains relatively difficult. This raises the question of whether the investment to creating expensive studies such as these is worthwhile, if access to the data is so restricted that they are effectively unusable. Conversely, allowing researchers to more easily access these data would surely help understand the impact that determinants have on various health outcomes.

4. Why individual level data are needed

Environment, social and individual factors all have a role to play in an individual’s health and wellbeing[42,43]. Linking social and health data to a particular place is important because where we live can and does influence our health. Health outcomes are related to an individuals’ physical and social environment, including factors such as water, soil and air content, exposure to hazardous materials, tobacco smoke, occupation, marital status, social support, characteristics of the home, in addition to the composition of the local built environment [44,45].

Spatial epidemiologists employ a powerful suite of analytical methods in search of explanations of how the environment affects people’s health and disease risk [46,47]. To conduct this research in practice, disease cases for individuals are often required; these are often located in space by researchers using the residential address of the person. The availability of an address, or proxy coordinates, enable the most powerful spatial analyses, potentially providing new insights into disease aetiology [46,48,49]. The distance over which some environmental factors are influential are understood to be small, in the order of less than 400 m [50]. This implies that any (partial) suppression of geographic location would render the data inadequate for purpose and the results less useful than might otherwise be possible. Naturally, results obtained from these analyses should never be published at the individual level, but rather should either be suitably aggregated, either spatially or statistically, or appropriately masked [51].

Disease cases aggregated into small areas may allow spatial patterns closer to those in reality to emerge, however the potential for individuals to be identified is also increased [52,53], so area units are often disproportionately larger in rural areas partly to prevent identification of individuals in sparsely populated areas [54]. The aggregation of health data into different sized spatial units, and indeed different zone configurations at the same spatial resolution, (the so-called Modifiable Areal Unit Problem) [55,56] also introduces errors in which the observed relationship between disease outcomes and exposures may vary immensely. Aggregated data mapped “on the fly” may contain errors, including large variance, and should be interpreted with caution. Prevalence calculations rationalise the number of disease cases by the number of people at risk of having the disease per area, therefore generally restricting users to pre-defined census areas with population estimates. In another branch of health geography, health service researchers are interested in the supply of health facilities as determined by a maximum distance from the facility to homes. Many calculations of population demand per facility use (road) network-based distance measurements and represent individuals using (census) area centroids because of their compliance with patient privacy law [57].

Research has often relied on cross-sectional studies using data captured at a single point in time, however longitudinal and intervention studies with a time series of environmental exposures and health events are required to infer causal relationships [58,59]. A sequence of health events associated with changing residential exposure is often the highest spatio-temporal resolution data available for individuals, [60] although availability of such data is limited. Such analyses often rely upon databases supported by national population and residential registers, with the Scandinavian countries notably leading the world in this regard. An example of the type of longitudinal residential exposure analysis that these registers allow is the work by Sabel et al. exploring potential environmental or genetic explanations of ALS in Finland, which revealed place of birth effects with important implications for disease causation, which otherwise would remain hidden [61,62]. Advances in spatial analytical techniques have followed technological advances and now specialist software designed to analyse these complex data are available, including SatScan for spatio-temporal cluster detection [63], SpaceStat (http://www.biomedware.com), for exploratory spatial data analysis; spatial econometric analyses, and GeoDa [64] for descriptive spatial data analysis, such as spatial autocorrelation statistics, in addition to basic spatial regression functionality and a number of geovisualisation techniques. In addition the “R” statistical software (http://www.r-project.org/) has an extensive library of open source packages that enable the analysis and visualisation of spatial data. Therefore, demand for access to longitudinal individual level health data with residential based locations by researchers is high, for example, to explore spatio-temporal patterns aiming to improve our understanding of disease causality.

5. Who should have access to these data: legal aspects of having access to individual level data

Geoprivacy is concerned with the privacy and confidentiality of geographic data and is particularly important in health research. Health data collected with point geo-references are increasingly unavailable to researchers because laws (in the UK and the US, for example) protect sensitive information held for individuals [65,66]. Restrictions preserving privacy are often placed by the data collection organisation at the time of data collection, either before release to researchers or online into the public domain. The information that is most often the first to be subjected to suppression is geographic location; knowledge of an individual’s address will almost certainly disclose their identity. Often, address information for an individual will be aggregated into a local small area unit, for which population estimates are available. Nevertheless, research has shown that, if desired, reverse-geocoding can in some cases be used to identify unique addresses [67],
alternatively the use of non-geographic attributes used in combination may be used for identification of individuals, especially if the level of aggregation is too small [68]. A balance is needed – it may be possible to release data at a higher spatial resolution if fewer proxy identifiers such as age, gender or occupation, accompany the data. Different levels of data privacy may be released to trusted researchers in comparison to that released online into the public domain.

The organisation providing data (data custodian) may place restrictions on data usage by a researcher to only answer the specific research question(s) using the methods outlined in the data request and/or ethics application. In general, the more sensitive the data, the greater will be the number of conditions of use imposed by ethical review and the data custodian. For example, diseases such as tick-transmitted human babesiosis may have individual level address data released on the understanding the data are password protected and will only be used by specified researchers for the submitted purpose [69]. However, the release of individual-level data for more sensitive health conditions is unlikely to be released to researchers. This is likely the case for particular groups of population; disease cases for children and other vulnerable groups will be released more cautiously, if at all. These restrictions are likely to create omissions in the research completed for those groups for whom research could be most beneficial.

While some data custodians may be reluctant to share their data initially, there is certainly a need to establish a trusted custodian–user relationship. By developing protocols that ensure the data are managed (by both parties) in an ethical manner, systems can be created to facilitate a trustworthy working relationship. This then removes the “onus” from an individual researcher to a system built with information governance in mind. In these cases, submitting the work to an information governance review committee prior to publication would be reassuring to both the data provider and researcher. Although some epidemiologists have access to coordinates for individual disease cases and could be viewed as privileged, there are obvious disclosure pitfalls of this system compared to anonymised databanks, incorporating expert information governance checks [21,70]. Researchers may publish results believing them to be anonymised and adhering to disclosure rules, to find later there is sufficient material available either on their maps, or the internet, to identify individuals [67,71].

Researchers from industry and academia in the UK already have access to anonymised clinical and demographic data governed by the NHS, but other routine datasets exist that are under-utilised. The CEO of the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), Professor Paul Boyle ([72], p.19) strongly believes that “[w]e need more active engagement with the public – a ‘social contract’ based on an informed understanding of research benefits. . . We have to explain how data are reliable, valuable, and can be properly managed. [and the] failure to make better use of routinely collected public data can be argued to be a criminal waste of public resources” and we strongly support this perspective. The extent to which health data should be available to researchers or the general public is currently the subject of wider societal debate. The European Union is currently considering revisions to its data protection guidelines, and researchers in Europe are concerned that the revisions would restrict access to individual-level data currently used in medical research. Similarly, David Cameron, the UK Prime Minister, proposed a number of changes for NHS-maintained data access. Of particular relevance was his vision to ensure that all patient data would be included in clinical research, although patients could opt-out if they chose [73].

6. A framework for providing access to spatial health and social data

Here, we suggest that access to health and social data could be determined by the degree to which individuals may be identified and the potential benefit of analysis of such data, and propose a privacy-access continuum framework (Fig. 2) drawing on our collective experiences working with geographic health data in different countries. Within this framework, the level of anonymity would specify the potential levels of access for the different types of end-users. Consider electronic medical records for example, and assume that individuals have a unique patient identification code (PIC). This may be the National Health Service number in the UK, Social Security number in the US, or the National Health Indicator in New Zealand. Typically, the PIC and key demographic characteristics of an individual are associated with each unique contact a patient has with the health system: visiting the GP, medicines dispensed, blood tests at a community laboratory and procedures in hospital. These routine datasets would have a range of end-users, including clinicians, researchers, policy analysts and the public. With regard to levels of access, one would reasonably expect the clinician to have the most access, in order to offer the best treatment regime to a patient. In this instance, all of the patient’s data is ‘live’ – including their PIC, demographics, and past medical history. Depending on the research question of interest, researchers and policy analysts would require data from one or more routine databases. Under these circumstances, the data released may be for individuals following the removal of ‘live’ PICs. Requests from researchers and analysts would require careful consideration of the level of geographical identifiers released and providers could use the disclosure rules endorsed by their national statistics department for guidance. Often, the questions asked by the public are answered using aggregate data, such as prevalence and incidence rates, stratified by age, gender, and/or geographical areas. However, one would recommend considering disclosure rules again, ensuring small numbers do not increase the risk of identification.

A further example of the privacy-access continuum (Fig. 2) relates to the use of residential address data for geographical analyses. Using residential data provides opportunities to understand the aetiology of diseases, as individuals can be identified in relation to specific exposures. Small areas may be used for spatial analyses, so individuals are “lost in the crowd”, but when used with data for other key determinants (e.g. age, occupation) these data once again have the ability to identify individuals. The use of a full UK postcode (Unit postcode), containing an average
of 16 homes, will nearly always make individual records identifiable. This is particularly a problem with rare diseases because individuals will be likely to be unique within small areas. Large area aggregation is less likely to enable identification of individuals, but the ability to perform analyses that usefully identify environment or social causes of disease reduces significantly. Ideally, researchers will use anonymised systems to reduce disclosure risk. Thus, any raw health or social data entering the public realm would be checked to ensure they comply with information governance. However, this should not be at the expense of research that may benefit society by reducing the burden of ill-health, particularly to disadvantaged groups.

When considering the privacy-access continuum for large health datasets, at one extreme are anonymised databases. Databanks require a large initial investment but continue to make large strides forward assessing public health using anonymous individual-level data. Although the data can be made available to researchers, mechanisms put in place to maintain privacy standards are time consuming to implement. Indeed, the anonymisation procedure is likely to render certain types of high resolution spatial analyses intractable. Therefore, a balance must be struck between access and privacy.

There is an increasing trend for some custodians of national surveys to provide users the opportunity to access ‘microdata’ [74–76]. In the UK, for example, the academic community have access to a 1% sample of anonymised records from the 1991 and 2001 censuses. Data security initiatives, such as ensuring an individual is ‘present’ in only one of the many different tables available, minimises the risk of identification. Furthermore, geographic analyses can only be conducted at the Local Government Area scale.

While some NZ microdata can be accessed on CD-ROM, (subject to approval) [74] the more common approach is to allow users to conduct analyses at a secure location (i.e. at the Statistics Office, on a dedicated machine). Users are therefore able to exploit the benefits of individual data, and their spatial attributes, BUT only the results from the analyses are removed from the secure data laboratories. Some organisations now have systems in place to allow researchers remote access to project-specific data [70].

At the other extreme are the population registers maintained in Scandinavian countries. By maintaining a near real-time longitudinal population register, with the ability to link to other registers such as births and deaths, housing, buildings and tax registers [30], these data provide numerous exciting research possibilities subject to appropriate ethical approval procedures. It is interesting to speculate about the future of national population registers elsewhere with debate raging over the decline of decennial population censuses in the United Kingdom.

7. Linkage – and putting a system of checks in place:

Secure microdata facilities and anonymised databanks employ data linkage mechanisms and these serve not only to maintain privacy but also link disparate silos of health data that would not ordinarily be associated. The combination of different data types, for example, social care and health data, is made possible using anonymous linkages that maintain privacy of individuals. Incoming data (such as quarterly updates of hospitalisation) may be joined to data already in the system for a particular individual even though the identity of that person is unknown. Many data providers would be less likely to provide such enriched
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social and health data for research unless a trusted sys-
tem was in place to assure that privilege was maintained
and that the researcher has a good reputation in handling
these complex datasets. Some organisations maintaining
databases physically house the data in one location [21,70]
whereas others maintain data with the providers (e.g.
Office of National Statistics, Police, Social Development)
and have a mechanism for combining data tailored to a
particular research question [77,78]. It is beyond the scope
of this paper to design or detail the technical mechanisms
to implement this framework, however, there are many
papers which do so (see for example, Ford et al. [70]).

One of the many benefits of data linkage systems is
their ability to conduct more complete longitudinal stud-
ies for a reduced cost [23]. Aggregated data could be
approved through information governance procedures and
subsequently placed online, however, raw data and com-
plete analysis including results should be kept on a secure
server, thereby providing a data release prevention me-
chanism to reassure data providers. Under this model, the
researcher should only be allowed to download/receive
the aggregated results, either in the form of data for
large administrative units, tables, figures and summaries
of statistical procedures. Performance the quality assurance
processes may be time consuming and therefore delay the
publication of data online.

8. Conclusions

We have reflected on the numerous opportunities that
the increasing availability of health and social data have
created, particularly with respect to the publication of spa-
tial health and social data on the Internet. We argue that
there is a dual use dilemma in making these data available.
On the one hand, publically funded data should be dissem-
inated widely to benefit society. On the other, there is a risk
that the release of such information can be used for detri-
mental purposes. To this end, we present a privacy-access
framework that proposes an opportunity to maximise the
possibilities to better understand the geography of health
while mitigating adverse effects of releasing individual-
level data. There is a plethora of research demonstrating
the value of spatial data in a population health context [3,5,10,20,22,25,26,39,41,46,54,55,57,59,61–63,69,70], yet
the use of large, anonymised datasets is in its relative
infancy. While each data provider has policies (e.g. [70,71])
concerning the release of their datasets, we argue that there
is a need to develop guidelines with a view to standardising
data management policies. Therefore, our paper welcomes
a debate on both sides of the argument regarding access to
such datasets. Further conversations are required to negoti-
ate mechanisms that maximise societal benefit from access
to data while simultaneously preserving the confidentiality
of individuals.
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